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Abstract
This document presents a model and API for GridRPC, i.e., a remote procedure call (RPC)
mechanism for grid environments. Specifically this document is targeted for end-user
applications, not middleware. That is to say, this document presents a simpler version of the
GridRPC model and API that is completely sufficient for end-users and does not include the more
complex features and capabilities required for building middleware. As a Recommendations track
document in the Global Grid Forum, the goal of this document is to clearly and unambiguously
define the syntax and semantics for GridRPC, thereby enabling a growing user base to take
an advantage of multiple implementations. The motivation for this document is to provide an
easy avenue of adoption for grid computing, since (1) RPC is an established distributed
computing paradigm, and (2) there is a growing user-base for network-enabled services. By
doing so, this document will also facilitate the development of multiple implementations.
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1. Introduction
The goal of this document is to clearly and unambiguously define the syntax and semantics for
GridRPC, a remote procedure call (RPC) mechanism for grid environments, thereby providing an
avenue of easy access to grid computing. Specifically this document is targeted for end-user
applications that do not require the more complex features and capabilities required for
middleware packages. As such, it is outside the scope of this document to review or discuss
those issues related to middleware, or the important issues related to network-enabled services
or to provide any kind of tutorial information. Nonetheless, a Related Work section is provided to
capture many references and pointers to relevant works that have lead up to this document. A
preliminary version of this model and API appeared as [15]. A longer version of that paper is
available as [16]. Comparison with CORBA is shown as [21].
2. The Basic GridRPC Model

Figure 1. The Basic GridRPC Model.
Figure 1 illustrates the basic GridRPC model. The functions shown here are very fundamental
and, hence, appear in many other systems. A service registers with a registry. A client
subsequently contacts the registry to look-up a desired service and the registry returns a handle
to the client. The client then uses the handle to call the service which eventually returns the
results.
In the GridRPC terminology adopted here, the service handle is a function handle which
represents a mapping from a simple, flat function name string to an instance of that function on a
particular server. Once a particular function-to-server mapping has been established by
initializing a function handle, all RPC calls using that function handle will be executed on the
server specified in that binding. A session ID is an identifier representing a particular nonblocking GridRPC call. The session ID is used throughout the API to allow users to obtain the
status of a previously submitted non-blocking call, to wait for a call to complete, to cancel a call,
or to check the error code of a call.
3. Document Scope
This simple, common model nonetheless represents multiple fundamental issues. It is clearly
impossible to deal with them all at the same time. Hence, we now clarify what this document
defines and does not define.
3.1
In Scope
This document focuses on just defining the API and the minimal programming model needed to
understand and use the API for end-user applications. More specifically, it focuses on simple,
client-server interaction since this comprises the majority of usage scenarios.
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3.2
Out of Scope
The following topics are very important but are nonetheless out of the scope of this document:
 Middleware.
Middleware must be able to deal with situations that don't typically arise in end-user code, e.g., a
variable number of arguments in a specific GridRPC call that is not known until call time.
 Service Discovery.
How the actual service registry or look-up is done is not addressed in this document. It is
assumed that some type of registry or grid information service is available to accomplish this
function.
 Non-flat Service Names.
The current API assumes simple name strings for GridRPC services. Describing and discovering
GridRPC services by attributes or metadata schemas would certainly be very useful but is not
addressed here.
 General Workflow.
Defining general mechanisms for managing grid workflows are not in the scope of this document.
However, simple extensions to the API may be possible that allow the use of workflow
management tools.
 Interoperability between Implementations.
Since this document focuses on the GridRPC API, it says nothing about the protocols used to
communicate between clients, servers, and registries. Hence, it does not address interoperability.
4. The GridRPC API
We begin the presentation of the GridRPC API by defining the data types used. We then
present the initialization/finalization calls, function handle management calls, the function calls
themselves, and the control and wait calls. Each call definition includes a table of possible error
codes that it can return.
4.1
GridRPC Data Types
grpc_function_handle_t
Variables of this data type represent a specific remote function that has been bound to a specific
server which might be chosen by underlying GridRPC system. They are allocated by the user.
After a function handle is initialized, it may be used to invoke the associated remote function as
many times as desired. The lifetime of a function handle is determined when the user invalidates
the function handle with a handle destruct call.
grpc_sessionid_t
Variables of this data type represent a specific non-blocking GridRPC call. Session IDs are used
to probe or wait for call completion, to cancel a call, or to check the error status of a call. Session
IDs are also allocated by the user but their lifetime is determined automatically. A session ID is
initialized when a non-blocking GridRPC call is made. It is invalidated, or destroyed, when (1) all
return arguments have been received, and (2) a wait function has returned a ``call complete’’
status to the application. If an invalid session ID is passed to any GridRPC call, an error will
result.
grpc_error_t
This data type is used for all error and return status codes from GridRPC functions.
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4.2
Initializing and Finalizing Functions
The initialize and finalize functions are similar to the MPI initialize and finalize calls. Client
GridRPC calls before initialization or after finalization will fail.
grpc_error_t grpc_initialize( char *config_file_name )
This function reads the configuration file and initializes the required modules. After this function is
called once, subsequent call will return with GRPC_ALREADY_INITIALIZED.
Error Code Identifier

Meaning

GRPC_NO_ERROR

Success

GRPC_CONFIGFILE_NOT_FOUND

Specified configuration file not found

GRPC_CONFIGFILE_ERROR

An error occurred parsing or processing the
configuration file

GRPC_OTHER_ERROR_CODE

Internal error detected

GRPC_ALREADY_INITIALIZED

The function is called more than once.

grpc_error_t grpc_finalize( void )
This function releases any resources being used by GridRPC, canceling all the unfinished
asynchronous calls.
Error Code Identifier

Meaning

GRPC_NO_ERROR

Success

GRPC_NOT_INITIALIZED

GRPC client not initialized yet

GRPC_OTHER_ERROR_CODE

Internal error detected

4.3
Remote Function Handle Management Functions
The function handle management group of functions allows the creation and destruction of
function handles.
grpc_error_t grpc_function_handle_default(
grpc_function_handle_t *handle,
char *func_name )
This creates a new function handle using a default server associated with the given function
name. This default could be a pre-determined server or it could be a server that is dynamically
chosen by the resource discovery mechanisms of the underlying GridRPC implementation. The
server selection process could be postponed until the actual call is made on the handle. Once
selection is made, all the calls through the handle must go to the server.
Error Code Identifier

Meaning

GRPC_NO_ERROR

Success

GRPC_NOT_INITIALIZED

GRPC client not initialized yet

GRPC_SERVER_NOT_FOUND

GRPC client cannot find any server

GRPC_FUNCTION_NOT_FOUND

GRPC client cannot find the function on the
default server

GRPC_RPC_REFUSED

Handle creation is refused by the server

GRPC_OTHER_ERROR_CODE

Internal error detected
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grpc_error_t grpc_function_handle_init(
grpc_function_handle_t *handle,
char *server_name,
char *func_name )
This creates a new function handle with a server explicitly specified by the user.
Error Code Identifier

Meaning

GRPC_NO_ERROR

Success

GRPC_NOT_INITIALIZED

GRPC client not initialized yet

GRPC_SERVER_NOT_FOUND

GRPC client cannot find the specified server

GRPC_RPC_REFUSED

Handle creation is refused by the server

GRPC_FUNCTION_NOT_FOUND

GRPC client cannot find the function on the
specified server

GRPC_OTHER_ERROR_CODE

Internal error detected

Advice to Implementors:
The exact form of the server name string is not specified. One common possibility is a string of
the form ``host_name:port_number''. Another possibility is a string in some resource specification
language.
End of Advice to Implementors.
grpc_error_t grpc_function_handle_destruct( grpc_function_handle_t *handle )
This releases all information and resources associated with the specified function handle. It also
cancels a running session bound to the handle, if exists, before releasing the handle itself.
Error Code Identifier

Meaning

GRPC_NO_ERROR

Success

GRPC_NOT_INITIALIZED

GRPC client not initialized yet

GRPC_INVALID_FUNCTION_HANDLE

Function handle pointed to by handle is not
valid

GRPC_OTHER_ERROR_CODE

Internal error detected

grpc_error_t grpc_get_handle(
grpc_function_handle_t **handle,
grpc_sessionid_t sessionID)
This returns the function handle corresponding to the given session ID (that is, corresponding to
that particular non-blocking request).
Error Code Identifier

Meaning

GRPC_NO_ERROR

Success

GRPC_NOT_INITIALIZED

GRPC client not initialized yet

GRPC_INVALID_SESSION_ID

sessionID is not valid

GRPC_OTHER_ERROR_CODE

Internal error detected
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4.4
GridRPC Call Functions
Two GridRPC call functions are available for end-users. These two calls are similar but provide
either blocking (synchronous) or non-blocking (asynchronous) behavior. In the non-blocking case,
a session ID is returned that is subsequently used to test for completion.
grpc_error_t grpc_call( grpc_function_handle_t *handle, <varargs> )
This makes a blocking remote procedure call with a variable number of arguments.
Error Code Identifier

Meaning

GRPC_NO_ERROR

Success

GRPC_NOT_INITIALIZED

GRPC client not initialized yet

GRPC_SERVER_NOT_FOUND

GRPC client cannot find the specified server
GRPC client cannot find the function on the
specified server
Function handle pointed to by handle is not
valid
RPC invocation refused by the server, possibly
because of a security issue

GRPC_FUNCTION_NOT_FOUND
GRPC_INVALID_FUNCTION_HANDLE
GRPC_RPC_REFUSED
GPRC_COMMUNICATION_FAILED

Communication with the server failed somehow

GRPC_OTHER_ERROR_CODE

Internal error detected

grpc_error_t grpc_call_async(
grpc_function_handle_t *handle,
grpc_sessionid_t *sessionID,
<varargs> )
This makes a non-blocking remote procedure call with a variable number of arguments. A
session ID is returned that can be used to probe or wait for completion, cancel the call, and check
for the error status of a call.
Error Code Identifier

Meaning

GRPC_NO_ERROR

Success

GRPC_NOT_INITIALIZED

GRPC client not initialized yet

GRPC_SERVER_NOT_FOUND

GRPC client cannot find the specified server
GRPC client cannot find the function on the
specified server
Function handle pointed to by handle is not
valid
RPC invocation refused by the server, possibly
because of a security issue

GRPC_FUNCTION_NOT_FOUND
GRPC_INVALID_FUNCTION_HANDLE
GRPC_RPC_REFUSED
GPRC_COMMUNICATION_FAILED

Communication with the server failed somehow

GRPC_OTHER_ERROR_CODE

Internal error detected

The GridRPC Recommendation does not define which implementation-related operations may
be assumed to be complete when an asynchronous call returns. However, all asynchronous
GridRPC calls must return as soon as possible after it is safe for a user to modify any input
argument buffers.
Rationale:
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By returning as soon as possible, e.g., before the remote operation has started and before any
results are returned, the GridRPC user can overlap the remote computation with other local
computation. By allowing the user to modify any buffers after the asynchronous call returns, we
present the user with the safest and simpliest buffer handling semantics possible. While it may
be possible to improve performance further by allowing asynchronous calls to return before it is
safe to modify input argument buffers, it was considered not worth the added complexity and
``danger'' for handling buffers. This is the approach taken by current prototype implementations.
End of Rationale.
4.5
Asynchronous GridRPC Control Functions
The following functions apply only to previously submitted non-blocking requests.
grpc_error_t grpc_probe( grpc_sessionid_t sessionID)
This call checks whether the asynchronous GridRPC call represented by the session ID
sessionID has completed. If it has completed, GRPC_NO_ERROR is returned. Otherwise,
GRPC_NOT_COMPLETED is returned.
Error Code Identifier

Meaning

GRPC_NO_ERROR

Success

GRPC_NOT_INITIALIZED

GRPC client not initialized yet

GRPC_INVALID_SESSION_ID

sessionID is not valid

GPRC_NOT_COMPLETED

Call has not completed

GRPC_OTHER_ERROR_CODE

Internal error detected

grpc_error_t grpc_probe_or(
grpc_sessionid_t *idArray,
size_t length,
grpc_sessionid_t *idPtr )
This call checks whether the asynchronous GridRPC calls represented by the array of session
IDs in idArray have completed. If any calls have completed, the function return value is
GRPC_NO_ERROR and the grpc_sessionid_t pointed to by *idPtr contains exactly one valid,
completed call. If no call has completed, the function return value is
GRPC_NONE_COMPLETED and the grpc_sessionid_t pointed to by *idPtr is undefined. If any
of the session IDs in idArray are invalid, no operations will occur and an
GRPC_INVALID_SESSION_ID error will be returned. However, the array of session IDs may
contain completed session IDs without causing an error.
Error Code Identifier

Meaning

GRPC_NO_ERROR

Success

GRPC_NOT_INITIALIZED

GRPC client not initialized yet

GRPC_INVALID_SESSION_ID

A session ID in idArray is not valid

GPRC_NONE_COMPLETED

No calls in idArray have completed

GRPC_OTHER_ERROR_CODE

Internal error detected

Rationale:
Users will typically fill a such an array with session IDs and then check for them to finish one by
one. Hence, it will be a common occurrence that such an array may contain completed session
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IDs. If having a sparse array presents a performance concern, the user has the option of packing
the array themselves.
End of Rationale.
Advice to Implementors:
While this document does not specify the actual representation for grpc_sessionid_t, it would
be possible for implementations to use some value to denote void or invalid variables of this type
that could be used for internal error-checking. For example, when grpc_probe_or() returns
GRPC_NONE_COMPLETED, the grpc_sessionid_t pointed to by idPtr could actually be set to
this void value.
End of Advice to Implementors.
grpc_error_t grpc_cancel( grpc_sessionid_t sessionID )
This cancels the specified asynchronous GridRPC call.
Error Code Identifier

Meaning

GRPC_NO_ERROR

Success

GRPC_NOT_INITIALIZED

GRPC client not initialized yet

GRPC_INVALID_SESSION_ID

sessionID is not valid

GRPC_OTHER_ERROR_CODE

Internal error detected

grpc_error_t grpc_cancel_all( void )
This cancels all outstanding asynchronous GridRPC calls.
Error Code Identifier

Meaning

GRPC_NO_ERROR

Success

GRPC_NOT_INITIALIZED

GRPC client not initialized yet

GRPC_OTHER_ERROR_CODE

Internal error detected

Rationale:
A ``cancel array’’ call was considered but dismissed since it would cause difficult error handling.
End of Rationale.
4.6
Synchronous GridRPC Wait Functions
The following five functions apply only to previously submitted non-blocking requests. These
calls allow an application to express desired non-deterministic completion semantics to the
underlying system, rather than repeatedly polling on a set of session IDs.
Advice to Implementors:
From an implementation standpoint, such information could be conveyed to the OS scheduler
to reduce cycles wasted on polling.
End of Advice to Implementors.
grpc_error_t grpc_wait( grpc_sessionid_t sessionID )
This blocks until the specified non-blocking requests to complete.
Error Code Identifier

Meaning

GRPC_NO_ERROR

Success

GRPC_NOT_INITIALIZED

GRPC client not initialized yet
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GRPC_INVALID_SESSION_ID

sessionID is not valid

GPRC_COMMUNICATION_FAILED

Communication with the server failed somehow

GRPC_SESSION_FAILED

The specified session failed

GRPC_OTHER_ERROR_CODE

Internal error detected

grpc_error_t grpc_wait_and(
grpc_sessionid_t *idArray,
size_t length )
This blocks until all of the specified non-blocking requests in idArray have completed.
Error Code Identifier

Meaning

GRPC_NO_ERROR

Success

GRPC_NOT_INITIALIZED

GRPC client not initialized yet

GRPC_INVALID_SESSION_ID

One or more session IDs in idArray are not
valid

GRPC_SESSION_FAILED

One or more sessions failed

GRPC_OTHER_ERROR_CODE

Internal error detected

grpc_error_t grpc_wait_or(
grpc_sessionid_t *idArray,
size_t length,
grpc_sessionid_t *idPtr )
This blocks until any of the specified non-blocking requests in idArray has completed. On a
successful return, idPtr points to a completed request.
Error Code Identifier

Meaning

GRPC_NO_ERROR

Success

GRPC_NOT_INITIALIZED

GRPC client not initialized yet

GRPC_INVALID_SESSION_ID

One or more session IDs in idArray are not
valid

GRPC_SESSION_FAILED

The session ID pointed to by idPtr failed

GRPC_OTHER_ERROR_CODE

Internal error detected

grpc_error_t grpc_wait_all( void )
This blocks until all previously issued non-blocking requests have completed.
Error Code Identifier

Meaning

GRPC_NO_ERROR

Success

GRPC_NOT_INITIALIZED

GRPC client not initialized yet

GRPC_SESSION_FAILED

One or more sessions failed

GRPC_OTHER_ERROR_CODE

Internal error detected

grpc_error_t grpc_wait_any( grpc_sessionid_t *idPtr )
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This blocks until any previously issued non-blocking requests has completed. On a successful
return, idPtr points to a completed request.
Error Code Identifier

Meaning

GRPC_NO_ERROR

Success

GRPC_NOT_INITIALIZED

GRPC client not initialized yet

GRPC_SESSION_FAILED

The session ID pointed to by idPtr failed

GRPC_OTHER_ERROR_CODE

Internal error detected

Note: For grpc_wait_or() and grpc_wait_any(), if more than one call has completed, it is
undefined which completed session ID is pointed to by idPtr. That is to say, if more than one call
has completed, it is not guaranteed that the session ID returned is for the call that actually
completed first, or that successive wait calls will return completed session IDs in any particular
order.
4.7
Error codes and Error Reporting Functions
When a GridRPC call fails, an error code is returned. Table 1 gives the error code identifiers
that can be used with variables of type grpc_error_t.
Error Code Identifier

Meaning

GRPC_NO_ERROR

Success

GRPC_NOT_INITIALIZED

GRPC client not initialized yet

GRPC_CONFIGFILE_NOT_FOUND

Specified configuration file not found

GRPC_CONFIGFILE_ERROR

An error occurred
configuration file

GRPC_SERVER_NOT_FOUND

GRPC client cannot find any server

GRPC_FUNCTION_NOT_FOUND

GRPC client cannot find the function on the default
server

GRPC_INVALID_FUNCTION_HANDLE

Function handle is not valid

GRPC_INVALID_SESSION_ID

Session ID is not valid

GRPC_RPC_REFUSED

RPC invocation refused by the server, possibly
because of a security issue

GRPC_COMMUNICATION_FAILED

Communication with the server failed somehow

GRPC_SESSION_FAILED

The specified session failed

GRPC_NOT_COMPLETED

Call has not completed

GRPC_NONE_COMPLETED

No calls have not completed

GRPC_OTHER_ERROR_CODE

Internal error detected

GRPC_UNKNOWN_ERROR_CODE

Error description string requested for an unknown error
code

GRPC_ALREADY_INITIALIZED

grpc_initialize is called more than once.

GRPC_LAST_ERROR_CODE

Highest numerical error code; used to bound error
codes and does not denote an actual error

parsing

Table 1. Summary of GridRPC Error Codes
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These error codes satisfy:
0 = GRPC_NO_ERROR < GRPC_... < GRPC_LAST_ERROR_CODE
This specifies a useful numerical ordering of the error codes based on the set of integers without
specifying a specific implementation.
The ability to check the error code of previously submitted requests is provided. The following
error reporting functions provide error codes and human-readable error descriptions. These error
descriptions can be more informative about the actual cause of the error.
char *grpc_error_string( grpc_error_t error_code )
This returns the error description string, given a GridRPC error code. If the error code is
unrecognized for any reason, the string GRPC_UNKNOWN_ERROR_CODE is returned.
grpc_error_t grpc_get_error( grpc_sessionid_t sessionID )
This returns the error code associated with a given non-blocking request.
grpc_error_t grpc_get_failed_sessionid( grpc_sessionid_t *idPtr )
This returns the session ID associated with the most recent GRPC_SESSION_FAILED error.
This provides additional error information on a specific session ID that failed for calls that deal
with sets of session IDs, either implicitly, such as grpc_wait_all(), or explicitly, such as
grpc_wait_and(). When there are more than two failed sessions, this function will return the
session ID one by one. To make sure that all the failed sessions are handled, users have to call
this function repeatedly until it returns GRPC_SESSIONID_VOID.
Rationale:
The GridRPC error codes are intended to be similar to error classes in the MPI standard. That
is to say, these are types of errors that are inherent to the GridRPC API and may occur in any
GridRPC implementation. Implementation-specific error information may be contained in the
associated error description strings. The GRPC_OTHER_ERROR_CODE error code may be
used for implementation-specific errors.
End of Rationale.
5. Related Work
The concept of Remote Procedure Call (RPC) has been widely used in distributed computing
and distributed systems for many years [4]. It provides an elegant and simple abstraction that
allows distributed components to communicate with well-defined semantics. RPC
implementations face a number of difficult issues, including the definition of appropriate
Application Programming Interfaces (APIs), wire protocols, and Interface Description Languages
(IDLs). Corresponding implementation choices lead to trade-offs between flexibility, portability,
and performance.
A number of previous works has focused on the development of high performance RPC
mechanisms either for single processors or for tightly-coupled homogeneous parallel computers
such as shared-memory multiprocessors [7, 3, 13, 2]. A contribution of those works is to achieve
high performance by providing RPC mechanisms that map directly to low-level O/S and hardware
functionalities (e.g. to move away from implementations that were built on top of existing
message passing mechanisms as in [5]). By contrast, GridRPC targets heterogeneous and
loosely-coupled systems over wide-are networks, raising a different set of concerns and goals.
This current work grew out of the Advanced Programming Models Research Group [10]. This
group surveyed and evaluated many programming models [11, 12], including GridRPC. Some
representative GridRPC systems are NetSolve [6, 20], and Ninf [14, 19]. Historically, both
projects started about the same time, and in fact both systems facilitate similar sets of features.
A number of related experimental systems exist, such as RCS [1] and Punch
(http://punch.purdue.edu). Those systems seek to provide ways for Grid users to easily send
requests to remote application servers from their desktop. GridRPC seeks to unify those efforts.
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This work is also related to the XML-RPC (http://www.xml-rpc.com) and SOAP [18] efforts.
Those systems use HTTP to pass XML fragments that describe input parameters and retrieve
output results during RPC calls. In scientific computing, parameters to RPC calls are often large
arrays of numerical data (e.g. double precision matrices). The work in [9] made it clear that using
XML encoding has several caveats for those types of data (e.g. lack of floating-point precision,
cost of encoding/decoding). Nonetheless, recent work [17] has shown that GridRPC could be
effectively built upon future Grid software based on Web Services such as OGSA [8].
6. Security Considerations
Security issues of GridRPC are implementation-dependent and this document does not
specifically address security in the API. For reference, security mechanisms of Ninf-G and
NetSolve are described in this section. Security infrastructure of Ninf-G is based on GSI which is
based on public key encryption, X.509 certificates, and the Secure Sockets Layer (SSL)
communication protocol. This means that not only all the components are protected properly, but
they can also utilize other Globus components, such as GridFTP servers, seamlessly and
securely. NetSolve’s current security is based on the ability to generate access control lists that
are used to grant and deny access to the NetSolve servers. NetSolve uses Kerberos V5 services
for authentication. The Kerberos extensions of NetSolve provide it with trusted mechanisms by
which to control access to computational resources. At this time, the Kerberized version of
NetSolve performs no encryption of the data exchanged among NetSolve clients, servers, or
agents, nor is there any integrity protection for the data stream.
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OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE."
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